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The ability to cool and manipulate levitated nanoparticles in vacuum is a promising tool for ex-

ploring macroscopic quantum mechanics1,2, precision measurements of forces3 and non-equilibrium

thermodynamics4,5. The extreme isolation afforded by optical levitation offers a low noise, un-

damped environment that has to date been used to measure zeptonewton forces3, radiation pressure

shot noise6, and to demonstrate centre-of-mass motion cooling7,8. Ground state cooling, and the

creation of macroscopic quantum superpositions, are now within reach, but control of both the

centre-of-mass and internal temperature is required. While cooling the centre-of-mass motion to

micro Kelvin temperatures has now been achieved, the internal temperature has remained at or

above room temperature. Here we realise a nanocryostat by refrigerating levitated Yb3+:YLF

nanocrystals to 130 K using anti-Stokes fluorescence cooling, while simultaneously use the optical

trapping field to align the crystal to maximise cooling.
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Laser cooling the centre-of-mass motion of atoms to ultra-cold temperatures has led to a revolution in physics over

the last thirty years. This has allowed the creation of quantum gases, the study of quantum many body physics and

novel states of matter9. In more recent years cooling of more complex systems including molecules and even levitated

nanoparticles7,8 has been demonstrated.

Laser cooling (refrigeration) of solid materials has, despite first predictions10 in 1929, made somewhat slower

progress. Like the well known process of Doppler cooling9, blue shifted spontaneous emission of photons with respect

to the excitation wavelength leads to cooling. The difference is that unlike Doppler cooling of atoms, it is the internal

temperature of the solid that is lowered by converting phonons to higher energy photons, thereby decreasing both

the temperature and entropy of the system11,12. Last year cryogenic temperatures (90 K) were realised for the first

time using this technique13 in a bulk crystal of Yb3+:YLF, while the first demonstration14 in 1995 cooled Yb:ZBLAN

glass by 0.3 K.

This type of cooling opens up a wide range of applications, where in contrast to conventional cryogenic methods, heat

transfer from the solid to the environment occurs by fluorescence emission without physical contact. Such a mechanism

now offers cryogenic cooling within enclosed spaces without the need for electrical connections or conductive materials,

with clear applications within a vacuum or space environment12. Recently, laser refrigeration on a microscopic scale

has been demonstrated in optical tweezers experiments using Yb3+:YLF crystals in water by measuring cold Brownian

motion15. Here the water temperature was reduced by 20 K, with the final temperature limited by the high conductive

heat transfer of liquid water. Refrigeration on the microscale in such biophysical environments is seen as a promising

tool for exploring the temperature effects of physiological processes.

We report on the refrigeration of levitated 10 % Yb3+:YLF nanocrystals to temperatures as low as 130 K using

a single beam optical dipole trap within a low pressure environment. The same light field that traps also leads to

anti-Stokes refrigeration of the crystal. The temperature of the crystal is observed by both measuring the changes in

fluorescence emitted from the nanocrystal as a function of laser wavelength, and also by the temperature-dependent

damping of the motion of the nanocrystal. We show that temperature can be controlled over a wide range (130 - 300

K) using different trapping laser wavelengths, while the laser polarization allows us to control the orientation of the

trapped crystal and maximise its cooling.

A schematic of our experiment for levitated anti-Stokes refrigeration is shown in Fig. 1a. A laser beam is tightly

focussed into a diffraction limited spot by a 0.80 numerical aperture microscope objective to form a 3D optical dipole

trap. The energy level diagram of Yb3+ in YLF is shown in Fig. 1b, while panel c shows the recorded blue-shifted

fluorescence from a levitated Yb3+:YLF nanocrystal. The fluorescence is collected using the same trapping objective
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and is sent to a spectrometer. A lens (Fig. 1d) collects the transmitted and scattered light from a levitated nanocrystal,

which is directed to photodiodes that measure the motions of the trapped crystal.

The energy level structure of Yb3+ embedded in the YLF consists of an F7/2 ground state and a F5/2 excited

state, each of which is split into a manifold of non-degenerate states by the crystal field16,17. The radiative lifetime

of the excited state in the bulk crystal is on the order of milliseconds16 and there is no significant non-radiative

relaxation12,18. Rapid phonon coupling between the levels in each electronic state occurs over picosecond time-

scales, rapidly thermalising the population in these levels. Anti-Stokes refrigeration occurs via optical excitation at a

wavelength that is resonant with the bandgap between the two electronic states at approximately 1020 nm (as shown

in figure 1b). Due to the rapid thermalisation in the upper state fluorescence from the excited state is blue-shifted

with respect to the excitation wavelength. This reduces the average phonon energy and the lattice temperature of

the levitated Yb3+:YLF nanocrystal.

Figure 1c shows the fluorescence spectra (blue and red lines) from the coldest levitated Yb3+:YLF nanocrystal from

our experiment. This was levitated using 1031 nm linearly polarised light. When trapping at high laser powers 50 -

200 mW (irradiance of 0.83−3.5×1011 Wm−2 at the focus), the typical spectral profile observed is shown by the blue

curve. This profile corresponds to the crystal’s c-axis oriented parallel to the polarization of the optical field (E). In

this orientation the maximum absorption and cooling has been observed in bulk crystals. When the trapping power

is lowered to below 50 mW, the spectral profile changes to that shown by the red curve. This profile corresponds to

an orientation of the crystal’s a-axis parallel to the laser polarisation. This well defined alignment is in contrast to

the random alignment of the crystal axes when the nanocrystals are deposited on a microscope coverglass. This type

of alignment has been observed in the trapping of birefringent crystals in aqueous media19. Figure 1c also contains

the spectrum from a nanocrystal deposited on a SiO2 coverglass in c//E orientation and illuminated by the 1031 nm

laser with the same power used for levitation.

We determine the temperature of the trapped nanocrystals from their fluorescence spectra which are directly

related to the relative population of the E5, E6 and E7 levels in the upper F5/2 electronic state via the Boltzmann

distribution20,21(see methods for details). Figures 2a&b show high resolution spectra that clearly identify Yb3+

transitions16 on 1031 nm and 1064 nm levitation, respectively. It is obvious that the relative heights of transitions

originating from E5 level are higher for the 1031 nm levitation when compared to 1064 nm. This indicates that the

1031 nm levitated crystal is at a significantly lower temperature than the crystal levitated with 1064 nm light. Figure

2c is the spectrum obtained from a nanocrystal that is deposited on a SiO2 coverglass and illuminated by the 1031

nm laser with the same power used for levitation. We assume that the crystal is at room temperature as it is directly
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in contact with the coverglass. This was further confirmed by reducing the laser power by two orders of magnitude

which shows little change in the relative heights of the spectral peaks.

Figure 2d shows the temperatures of 13 particles trapped using 1031 nm and 1064 nm light. In all cases the trapping

power at the focus of the microscope objective was 200 mW. We note that the temperature of the particle remains

approximately constant for all trapping powers and pressures (1000 mB - 40 mB) considered here. Although there is

some variation between the temperature of particles trapped by 1031 nm light we find an average internal temperature

of 167 K. The lowest temperature recorded in our experiment is ≈ 130 K as shown in the lower resolution spectrum

of Fig. 1c. For the fewer particles trapped at 1064 nm we find an average temperature of 260 K which is consistent

with predictions18. Significantly lower temperatures will be obtained using trapping light near 1020 nm where the

minimum temperature has been achieved in bulk crystals. To compare the temperatures that can be achieved on

the same particle at different trapping wavelengths we initially trapped a particle using 1031 nm light and recorded

spectra. We then moved the particle to the 1064 nm trap by slowly decreasing the 1031 nm intensity while increasing

the 1064 nm power. The temperature of this particle at both wavelengths is shown as particle number 2 in Fig. 2d.

The natural birefringence and shape induced birefringence of the asymmetric trapped Yb3+:YLF nanocrystals allow

us to observe rotation and alignment of the particles via the transfer of angular momentum from the light. Figure 4a

shows a plot of the power spectral density (PSD) under linearly polarised trapping light at ≈ 500 mB. This leads to a

type of rotational simple harmonic motion when the nanocrystal aligns itself with the polarisation axis of the trapping

beam22. Figure 4b is a plot of the PSD recorded at the same pressure when the circularly polarized (CP) light is

used to trap the nanocrystal23,24. We can tune between these two types of motion by changing the polarization of

the trapping beam using a λ
4 waveplate. In addition to the usual rotational motion due to the inherent birefringence,

absorption of CP light by Yb3+ ions or non-uniform radiation pressure forces on asymmetric nanocrystals25 could also

transfer angular momentum. Figure 4c is a plot of the observed frequency modulation of the transmitted trapping

signal as a function of waveplate angle. For rotational motion induced by CP light the rotation frequency increases for

decreased gas damping. However, for linearly polarised light the frequency of the pendular motion does not change

with damping as is confirmed by the plot in Fig. 4d.

When the crystal is levitated in gas, refrigeration leads to cooling of the surrounding gas molecules and also to a

modification in the local gas viscosity. The resultant temperature dependent damping rate of the translational motion

due to both hot and cold Brownian motion of a trapped particle has been used to measure temperature in liquids

and gases5,15,26. We utilise this effect on the pendular motion for the first time. For air at the temperatures and

pressures we use, the viscosity and damping rate scales27 with temperature as T 1/2. The change in damping rate with
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temperature in different wavelength traps for the same particle is used to measure particle temperature. Figures 3a&b

are the PSDs of a single particle (number 2 in Fig. 2d) trapped in 1031 nm and 1064 nm wavelength light at a pressure

of 600 mB. The PSDs shown in Fig. 3 contain fits to the data that include both the translational degree of freedom

(green, low freq. regime) and the pendular motion (purple, main peak). The damping rate derived from the fit to

the pendular motion using 1031 nm light was found to be Γp1031/2π = 13.94± 0.85 kHz and Γp1064/2π = 17.03± 0.48

kHz for the 1064 nm trap giving a damping ratio of Rp = Γp1031/Γ
p
1064 = 0.82± 0.05. For the translational motion we

determine a damping ratio of Rt = 0.74± 0.1. Assuming that the internal temperature of the particle in the 1064 nm

beam is T0 = 255 K, obtained from our fluorescence measurements, we determine the temperature in the 1031 nm

trap to be T = T0R
2
p = 171± 20 K. From the damping of the translation motion we obtain a temperature of 140± 30

K. Considering that a temperature gradient will exist around the particle and that the particles does not have a

regular shape this simple model agrees well with the fluorescence ratio based prediction of 175 K for the temperature

in the 1031 nm trap.

Finally, from simple considerations we show that cooling power is sufficient to reduce the temperature of the

levitated crystals to those measured in our experiments even in the presence of gas up to pressures 500 mB. In steady

state we equate the heating rate due to conduction by gas28 to be equal to the laser refrigeration rate29 and determine

a crystal temperature of approximately 200 K (see methods for details). Despite the simplicity of this model it is

roughly consistent with the temperatures determined experimentally using the two independent experimental methods

outlined above.

We have demonstrated laser refrigeration combined with the isolation provided by levitation to create a levitated

nanocryostat whose orientation and rotation can be controlled via the particles’ inherent birefringence. Lower tem-

peratures should be achievable using a trapping laser at 1020 nm, operating at lower pressures and using high purity

single nanocrystals15,30. Such a system is attractive for optical temperature control of single crystals without the

need for traditional large cryostats. Yb3+:YLF crystals can also in principle be grown around or bonded to other

nanoparticles of interest such as nitrogen vacancy centres contained in diamond31. This opens up the possibility

for low temperature, high resolution nanoparticle spectroscopy and characterization. As cryogenic cooling is also

key for increasing the spin coherence times in solid state systems it will extend the scope of future levitated hybrid

optomechanics experiments where both translational and internal temperatures can now be controlled.
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Methods

Nanocrystal preparation and levitation

Nanocrystals were created from bulk 10% Yb+3:YLF crystal. The manufacturer (Altechna Ltd.) states that all

trace impurities < 0.001%. The bulk crystal was milled in an alumina mortar and pestle. The Yb+3:YLF nanocrystals

subsequently dispersed in HPLC grade methanol using an ultrasonic bath. A fraction of the solution was added into

an asthma nebulizer which was used to introduce the particles into the trapping volume. Once a particle was trapped,

the vacuum chamber was evacuated down to pressures as low as 40 mB.

An Elforlight I4-700 Nd:YAG laser operating at a wavelength of 1064 nm and a Lumics diode laser operating at a

wavelength of 1031 nm were used to form the optical tweezers trap. The linewidth of the 1064 nm laser was ≈ 10

kHz while the 1031 nm diode laser linewidth, stabilized by a fibre Bragg grating, was quoted by the manufacturer to

have a width of ≈ 0.08 nm. The trap was formed by focusing either laser to a spot size (e−2 radius) of approximately

400 nm.

Temperature determination from recorded spectra

Fluorescence from levitated nanocrystals, and those deposited on a cover glass, were collected through the same

objective lens used for trapping. Spectra were recorded in the wavelength range from 950 to 1000 nm by either a

home built spectrometer, consisting of a cooled EMCCD iXon 885 camera from Andor and a 600 lines per mm grating

or a SR163i spectrometer equipped with a cooled iDus CCD detector also from Andor. All spectra were corrected

for the variation of response as a function of wavelength using a spectrally calibrated quartz tungsten-halogen lamp

(QTH10, Thorlabs Ltd). A background spectrum, recorded without the trapped nanocrystal, was subtracted before

spectra were corrected for the variation in wavelength response. To remove the strong elastic scattering of the trapping

light, a dichroic mirror (DMSP1000, Thorlabs Ltd) and a low pass filter (FESH1000, Thorlabs Ltd) were used. This

prevented the recording of spectral features above approximately 1000 nm. Identification of each transition in the

recorded spectra are taken from the literature16. We assumed that there were no strong vibronic transitions within

the 950 nm to 1000 nm spectral region.

Differential luminescence thermometry has been successfully utilized to measure the temperature of laser refrigerated

bulk crystals1,12,18. However, since we cannot collect fluorescence spectrum of Yb3+ ions above 1000 nm due to the

response of the short-pass filter and the dichroic mirror that we use, we cannot use this technique. As a result, here we

instead determine temperature from the variation in fluorescence intensity with temperature of well defined spectral

transitions in Yb3+:YLF20,21 assuming thermal equilibrium. This method has been used as a temperature probe using
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rare earth doped crystals20,21.

To quantify the temperatures we use the spectral fits and identify the contributions of the three peaks of Yb3+ of

interest corresponding to transitions E5 → E1 (972 nm), E5 → E3 (993 nm), and E6 → E1 (960 nm). The change in

the ratio of the peak areas for each transition can be used to determine the relative population of the E5 and E6 levels

and hence to find the temperature. Importantly, as we are comparing the same transition at different temperatures,

the transition probabilities do not need to be known to determine the temperature from these relative heights provided

a reference spectrum at temperature, T0 is available. For the reference we use a spectrum recorded from the crystal

deposited on the cover slip and illuminated with the 1031 nm laser (T0 = 295 K). The temperature of the crystal T

can be determined from

1

T
=

1

T0
+

kB
∆E65

ln
R0

R
, (1)

where R is the intensity area ratio of well defined transitions E6 → E1 and E5 → E1 or E6 → E1 and E5 → E2

determined from the fits at temperature T , while R0 is the same ratio at the room reference temperature taken to be

T0 = 295 K from the cover slip data. Additionally, ∆E65 = E6 − E5, is the energy difference between the E6 and E5

states, and kB is the Boltzmann’s constant. For each spectrum we average the two temperatures obtained from the

intensity area ratios A(E6→E1)
A(E5→E1) and A(E6→E2)

A(E5→E1) described above.

Translational and rotational motion

The translational and rotational motion were detected on a set of balanced photodiodes (PDB210C from Thorlabs

Ltd). A time series of this data from the photodiodes was recorded on an oscilloscope and was post processed to extract

the power spectral density. The pendular motion and the transverse trap frequency are simultaneously recorded. Fits

to the data, assuming damped translational and pendular motion8, were used to extract the damping ratios for both

types of motion as a function of trapping wavelength. The uncertainties in the damping rates are taken from the

standard error derived from a Levenberg-Marquardt fit. This data was used to derive gas temperature which were

consistent with those obtained via the fluorescence measurements.

Estimation of equilibrium temperature

The heat transfer rate28 from the nanocrystal to the surrounding gas, in regime where the mean free path of the

gas is equal to the particle size, is given by q̇h =
8πa2kg
2a+ΛG∆T , where Λ is the mean free path of the air molecules,
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kg = 0.0257 Wm−1K−1 is the heat conductivity of dry air and a is the particle radius. The factor G is given by

G = (18γ − 10)/A(γ + 1), where A = 0.0728 and γ = 7/2 are the thermal accommodation coefficient and the specific

heat ratio of the air molecules, respectively. The cooling rate from laser refrigeration, ignoring parasitic absorption

losses from impurities, is given by q̇c = V αI(1 − ηq λλf
) where V is the nanocrystal volume, α is the temperature

dependent absorption coefficient, I = 3.5 × 1011 Wm−2 is the laser irradiance and ηq ≈ 0.99512 is the quantum

efficiency. The absorption coefficient α = σNt is determined from the absorption cross-section for the bulk crystal at

room temperature where σ ≈ 1.5 × 1025 m2 (from the manufacturer data) and Nt= 1.50 × 1027 m3 is the number

of Yb ions per unit volume for the 10 % doped crystal17. The excitation wavelength is given by λ while the average

emission wavelength is λf
29. The approximate average emission wavelength λf= 997 nm is determined from the bulk

fluorescence spectrum since we do not collect the complete spectrum from the levitated particle due to the short-pass

filter and the dichroic mirror that we use. To minimise re-absorption of this fluorescence we collect the fluorescence

only near the surface of the crystal where the excitation beam enters it. By equating the heating and cooling rates

for a particle of radius a = 500 nm, we find an equilibrium particle temperature of approximately 200 K using 1031

nm light. We stress that this equilibrium temperature is an estimate since many of the values used in this calculation

are approximate and taken from bulk measurements which may differ from those in the nanocrystal.

Data Availability

The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study are available from the corre-

sponding author upon reasonable request.
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Figure 1: Experimental overview. a) Illustration of the levitated Yb3+:YLF crystal that is excited by the trapping beam and
emitted blue-shifted fluorescence. Inset is a scanning electron microscope image of the nanocrystals used in the experiment. The scale
bar is 200 nm. b) The energy level diagram of the Yb3+ ion within the YLF crystal. Shown is the excitation at 1031 nm and the
anti-Stokes fluorescence at shorter wavelengths which lead to internal cooling of the crystal. c) Fluorescence spectra obtained from
Yb3+:YLF nanocrystals under 1031 nm illumination- blue and red solid lines show the spectra from a levitated crystal when its c− and
a− axes are parallel to the electric field E of the trapping laser, respectively, while the black solid line represents the spectrum from a
Yb3+:YLF nanocrystal attached to a microscope coverglass and its c− axis is parallel to the laser’s E field. d) Optical layout of the
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polarization axis of the laser’s electric field, of particle number 2 in Fig. 2d at 600 mB a) in 1031 nm, and b) in 1064 nm trapping,
respectively. The blue dots are data points while the red solid lines are fits corresponding to two harmonic oscillators - one for the
translational motion (low frequency regime) and the other for the pendular oscillation (around the main peak). From the fit we retrieve
the damping Γ that the particle encounters while oscillating in the 1031 nm and 1064 nm traps. As a complementary technique to the
fluorescence intensity ratio based thermometry, we find T from Γ∞

√
T (for more details see text).
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Figure 4: Alignment and rotation of levitated Yb3+:YLF particles. a) Power spectral density (PSD) of a levitated Yb3+:YLF
particle at ≈ 500 mB as it performs pendular motion in linearly polarized light. When an asymmetric particle is levitated in linearly
polarized light, its long axis is aligned with the direction of polarization. Any misalignment due to collisions with gas molecules is
counteracted by the laser field and particles start to perform harmonic oscillation. b) PSD of a spinning levitated Yb3+:YLF particle in
circularly polarized (CP) light at ≈ 500 mB. Due to the inherent asymmetry in the refractive indices along different axes of Yb3+:YLF
crystal, CP light will also impart torque and rotate the trapped particle. Insets are short time traces of the raw data. c) Rotational
frequency as a function of angle θ on the quarter waveplate. θ = 0 is equivalent to LP light while |θ| = 45o signifies CP light.
0 < |θ| < 45 produces elliptically polarized light and particles rotate at rates in between those at θ = 0 and |θ| = 45o. d) Pendular
oscillation frequency as a function of pressure.


